
 Unit 7 
Customer  
Service 



Teaching Objectives
To know the listening skills ----
informational listening

To put into use

To know useful expressions 
of speaking

To put into use



01 Listening skills



• Informational listening

 Informational listening, especially in formal 
settings like in work meetings or while in 
education, is often accompanied by note taking . 

General Note-Taking Guidelines:
1.Do not write down everything that is said, 
word-for-word;
2.Write in your own style and use your own 
words;
3.Use some sort of shorthand system that you 
will understand later.

 1 Listening skills

 – a way of recording key 
information so that it can be reviewed later. 
note taking



02Put into use



Put into use
TASK 1 Ella Black is talking about the delay of an order 

with Thomas Cook. Listen to the conversation and 
fill in the blanks. 



Put into use

TASK 2

1.The woman bought a box of printing paper last week.
    True            False √

2. On the box of the printing paper it says B5.    
    True            False√

A customer is complaining to a shop assistant about a  box 
of printing paper she bought. Listen to the conversation  
and decide whether the following statements are true or 
false. Then write key words to support your answers.



Put into use

TASK

A customer is complaining to a shop assistant about a  box 
of printing paper she bought. Listen to the conversation  
and decide whether the following statements are true or 
false. Then write key words to support your answers.

4. The assistant would call their other branch to see if they have any.
    True            False

3. The  woman demanded a refund of 20.35 pounds. 
    True            False √

√



Put into use

Task Script 



03 Speaking
Useful expressions



Useful expressions

How should we make and handle a complaint?



Useful expressions

customer I'm afraid I have to make a serious complaint. 1

2 I have bought a pair of shoes from your shop 
a week ago. However the heels were 
broken. 



Useful expressions

manager
3

4

Hello, sir. What seems to be the trouble?

    I'm very sorry to hear that, sir. I can 
assure you that such things don't happen 
very often. I'll try to help you.



04 Put into use



Put into use

TASK 
Work in pairs. Role-play making and handling a 
complaint.

Role A:...
Role B:...



Practice the dialogue



THANK YOU


